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Anthropophagy:
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
Anthropophagy: (Greek: anthropos, “human being” + phagein, “to eat”) is the
eating of human flesh. It may refer to:
• Man-eating, the eating of human flesh by animals (such as sharks, crocodiles, or lions)
• Human hematophagy, the sucking of human blood by animals (such as
leeches or mosquitos)
• Cannibalism, the eating of human flesh by a human or humans
• Self-cannibalism, the eating of one’s own flesh
• Eucharist, the ceremonial eating of Jesus’ body as wine and bread (see
Anthropophage)
Digital Anthropophagy:
From Vanessa Ramos-Velasquez
• All of the above anthropophagic practices if done virtually, i.e., with the
aid of computers, online social networking, and other digital devices; or if
executed in reality but facilitated digitally.
• A new paradigm of input/output models generated via the internet.
• A new practice of cultural consumption involving a technological mediation for input (both the feeding and the being fed), digestion, and output.
Abstract:
Background history leading to my discourse on Digital Anthropophagy:
For many years I have dealt with the conundrum of legal usage of found and
acquired visual materials in my video art and experimental filmmaking. As
an artist, I create new contexts for these materials. By using such imagery
in my work, I call under question the validity of ownership claims of usage of

the owner’s discarded materials, and what is considered fair use. I construct new narratives out of other people’s discarded and dejected recorded
memories, creations, and events.
In the process of doing this type of work and the advent of the internet
with its new paradigms of the digital revolution, I was constantly reminded
of the anthropophagic practices in Brazilian tdigenous culture. The cannibal eats what he/she considers to be foreign in order to see through that
person’s eyes and incorporate their strength, experiences and qualities.
But I find that in today’s digital culture, we as an audience, watch the world
around us in a globalized structure, thus quickly acquiring worldly references
and spitting them out in a personal but also somewhat homogenized way.
We have thus become both the cannibal and the cannibalized because of
the wide and immediate access to information and the incredible reduction
of time it now takes to consume that widely available culture. It no longer
takes a passive person watching the ships arriving on the shore in order to
consume what they might bring aboard, and conversely, for the colonizer in
those ships to take away the riches they “discover” in far-away lands. Over
five hundred years later, that exchange has now become horizontal and thus
cross-pollinated and equal, and happening with an inhuman speed cycle.
Background history leading to my Anthropophagic Re-Manifesto:
In 1928, a Brazilian modernist, Oswald de Andrade wrote the Manifesto
Antropófago (the Anthropophagic Manifesto). It was a reaction to the outside
influences on Brazilian culture and how Brazilians react to and consume
those foreign influences. It was as much a dictum against the colonizer’s
power over the colonized, as it was a criticism of the colonized people’s
hunger for the unknown.
In my Anthopophagic Re-Manifesto, I expose that the allure, the attraction
of “the other” is mutual and that it serves to form a symbiotic relationship
that feeds both peoples. The concept of “the exotic” is a two-way road, for
if one has never seen the other before, their mutual discovery is of equal
impact, and a curiosity to consume that newfound exoticism is occurring
on both sides. But the great line dividing this equality in colonial times was
an economic one: the colonizer upon seeing a newfound land sees money,
while the “found people” just sees unknown people. That very innocence is
the exotic raw material that so many in the First World seek, but beware as
even in that innocence lies the cannibal spirit. And since there’s no more
land to discover, the colonizer has now become the entrepreneur who seeks
to conquer the virtual landscape of 1’s and 0’s.
My Manifesto-Poem is therefore a new take on the original “Manifesto Antropófago”. It is but a glimpse through a prism reflecting how the indigenous
anthropophagic cannibalistic practice resonates to today’s civilized society,
materializing as cannibalistic remix culture spanning the entire world in an
age where virtually all colonies have proclaimed their independence. It’s the
new world order: anyone can chose to be either the colonizer or the colonized, and why not both?
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Anthropophagic Re-Manifesto (for the Digital Age):
(excerpt: first part)
Who discovered whom?
Was it the Portuguese discovering the native Brazilians just because of the
effort in building the caravels, setting them onto the ocean and embarking on
the long trip?
Why not the other way around?
Just because the indigenous people were in a passive position of merely
having their eyes open and seeing the foreigners arrive?
Who ate whom? ...
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